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About This Game

SpaceMerc is a casual narrative bullet hell shooter about one pilot's quest to get paid by blowing stuff up. There's also an
intergalactic war or something going on too. Join Cloud "Richard" Stryker on his quest to win ac war he has no stake or interest

in and save the side he just happens to reside in. More importantly, join him in his effort to gain financial security.

Oh, and blow stuff up in space. A lot. Blow up all the stuff.

Containing 30 levels and 36 weapons, there's plenty of ways to blow up all the stuff. Try out such realistic weapons as the
electric gatling gun, laser turrets, and the antimatter bomb. Then try out slightly less realistic weapons like the annihilation ray,

the lightning cannon, and the distortion flail.

Meet strange species of pilot with unpronounceable names and have totally mundane banter. Then destroy them. Listen to
military personnel talk vaguely about politics and ethics. ...Or don't. The skip button is right there.

Want to play bullet hell shmups but can't handle the steep difficulty of conventional games in the genre? Just play through this
game and give yourself much more time to get better.

Features

7 difficulty modes plus a separate difficulty modifier, spanning from "When am I going to have to try?" all the way to
"Are humans physically capable of this?"
Resolution options ranging from 640x480 to 3200x2400, all at 60 fps
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1/2 speed mode, for players who don't like fast-paced games as much
Keyboard, keyboard with mouse, and controller, all supported equally
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Title: SpaceMerc
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Colin EUMP
Publisher:
Colin EUMP
Release Date: 6 Sep, 2017

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Storage: 279 MB available space

English
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